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Human Factors

• “the scientific discipline concerned with the understanding of 
interactions among humans and other elements of a system, and 
the profession that applies theory, principles, data and methods to 
design in order to optimise human well-being and overall system 
performance.”

International Ergonomics Association

• Human behaviour is shaped by these interactions



Understanding Behaviours

• The problems associated with hindsight (investigators view):
• What did/did not do – not why?
• Normative/Counterfactual Reasoning
• Human Error

• Local Rationality:
• Why people did what they did
• What made sense at the time
• Goals, demands, knowledge, focus of attention
• Interactions/Effects and consequences of interactions
• Understanding of the situation
• How -Interview but sometimes need re-construction/simulation and HF expertise



Situational Awareness

• “The awareness and understanding of the operational environment 
and other situation-specific factors affecting current and future goals, 
its purpose being to enable rapid and appropriate decisions and 
effective actions.”
• "knowing what is going on so you can figure out what to do.”





3 December 2015
River Humber, UK
Dark, good visibility
Flood tide 1.5 knots, 
south-south-west wind 40 
knots





What happened?

• Errors?, misunderstandings?, violations?



Rule-Based Approach

• Contravention of COLREGs by City of Rotterdam
Rule 9 - not keeping to starboard side of channel
Rule 15 – not keeping clear of crossing vessel on starboard 
side

• Contravention of COLREGs by Primula Seaways
Rule 17 – not taking action as will best aid to avoid collision



The Pilot’s Perspective
• Primula Seaways was head on and on City of Rotterdam’s  

port bow (VHF radio exchange)
• City of Rotterdam was heading to the south (starboard) side 

of the channel 
• Primula Seaways would pass to port and astern of City of 

Rotterdam
He then confirmed the ship’s heading as 110° and ordered 
115°, ‘starboard 20’, ‘midships’, 135° and then 150° to aid safe 
passing



The Situation
• Primula Seaways was not on City of Rotterdam’s port bow
• City of Rotterdam was not heading ‘Nearly South’ to the 

south side of the channel
• Primula Seaways was not going to pass to port and astern of 

City of Rotterdam

Why did the pilot see the situation differently?
Why was the pilot not concerned that City of Rotterdam’s 
heading was 110° even though he understood the ship was 
heading to the south (starboard) side of the channel?





Forward Views



Bridge Design

• VHF radios located to port and starboard of centreline
• Window above the starboard VHF radio 33° off-axis from 

centreline
• No reference to navigation aids at front of bridge except 

compass repeater at centreline window
• Centreline reference/bow



In-Service Coping Strategies

• Centreline reference (cord and two LEDs) fitted at centreline 
window
• Extended VHF radio lead (on sister vessel)
• Standing behind centreline compass repeater or helmsman
• Limiting time at the navigation workstation
• Using hand-held VHF radios



Result of Interactions

Relative Motion Illusion
• With no centreline reference objects are interpreted to move as 

though ship heading in direction of window (egocentric frame of 
reference)
• Egocentric more dominant than exocentric frame of reference 

Dominance demonstrated by
• Pilot’s acceptance of 110° heading while understanding that the 

ship was heading to the south (starboard) side of the channel
• Concerns raised by master, Primula Seaways and VTS



Investigation Outcome (Change the System)

International Association of Classification Societies (IACS) was 
recommended to:
• Revise its ‘Recommendation for the Application of SOLAS 

Regulation V/15 Bridge Design, Equipment Arrangement and 
Procedures to:

Improve definition of ‘conning position’, taking account 
of the equipment that is to be at, viewable from, and 

convenient to the position
Raise awareness of the dangers of navigating from off-

axis windows and the effect of relative motion illusion
• To raise its Recommendation to a Unified Interpretation



Maintaining Situational Awareness

‘Oiling the system’

• Multi-source information
• None-technical skills (BRM)
• Communication/shared mental models/verbalisation
• Procedures




